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Abstract. What does it mean for humans and machines to work together effectively on complex analytic tasks? Is human teaming the right analogue for this
kind of human-machine interaction? In this paper, we consider behaviors that
would allow next-generation machine analytic assistants (MAAs) to provide context-sensitive, proactive support for human analytic work – e.g., awareness and
understanding of a user’s current goals and activities, the ability to generate flexible responses to abstractly-formulated needs, and the capacity to learn from and
adapt to changing circumstances. We suggest these behaviors will require processes of coordination and communication that are similar to but at least partially
distinguishable from those observed in human teams. We also caution against
over-reliance on human teaming constructs and instead advocate for research that
clarifies the functions these processes serve in enabling joint activity and determines the best way to execute them in specific contexts.
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Introduction

The more sophisticated a system’s ability to perform complex tasks in coordination
with its users, the more it seems to function as something more akin to a human work
partner than a mere tool [1]. Such collaboration between humans and technology is
often referred to as human-machine teaming (HMT) (e.g., [2, 3]) because of its resemblance to human teamwork. HMT has been heralded as the key to transforming automation-enabled work practices across a number of domains, many of which are of critical importance to national defense [e.g., 4]. But just how important are human teamwork behaviors to HMT? Is a more human-like machine teammate necessarily a better
machine teammate? This paper focuses on the potential role of HMT in one domain –
intelligence analysis – and explores the extent to which human teamwork is an appropriate model for these HMT use cases.
Intelligence analysis comprises a set of interrelated activities that generate evidencebased information products from collected information, often with the goal of answering critical questions about adversaries’ attributes, associations, beliefs, intentions, and
actions. Many of these activities depend upon a human analyst’s ability to find and fuse
information acquired across multiple heterogeneous datasets. With the volume, veloc-

ity, and variety of data constantly growing, intelligence professionals require increasingly sophisticated tools to enable them to keep pace with fast moving events and the
signatures these events generate. Advances in machine learning are driving the development of new analytic technologies capable of recognizing and responding to meaningful patterns across these datasets; however, to maximize their utility to analysts,
these technologies must be managed by intelligent software agents that can deploy analytics in a coordinated fashion on behalf of human analysts who constrain, shape, and
consume the consolidated results of their activities. We refer to these software agents
as machine analytic assistants (MAAs) and envision that they will facilitate intelligence
analysis by collaborating with their human partners on shared analytic projects.
HMT research often draws on concepts from human teaming to inform and ground
HMT principles [e.g., 1, 3] since there is a wealth of research exploring effective human
teaming processes. We will discuss several such processes and suggest how they may
facilitate joint analytic work by human analysts and MAAs. However, we will also
identify some ways in which human-machine teams may differ from their all-human
counterparts, at least for the intelligence analysis use cases with which our research is
concerned. Based on this assessment, we suggest that HMT research should not set
itself the task of fully emulating human teamwork but should instead just focus on determining the functions and interaction designs that maximize the overall efficiency and
effectiveness of joint human-machine work.
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Envisioned Characteristics of MAAs

Intelligence analysis typically entails multiple iterative tasks involving searching, filtering, evaluating, and fusing information contained within a large number of sources,
driven initially by broad exploratory goals that evolve into more focused, hypothesisdriven objectives [5]. Analysts may need to use a variety of tools and methods to find
relevant information, expose associations between entities of interest, and preserve key
results for further analysis or reporting. Moreover, they must often perform many of
these tasks manually, which can severely limit the quantity of data they can consider
and amount of information they can extract and synthesize.
MAAs will support the intelligence process by coordinating activities of data analytics that help human analysts find and combine information in ways that satisfy intelligence requirements, similar to software agents that support other forms of exploratory
data analysis [e.g., 6]. Machine analytics operating on text [e.g., 7], images [e.g., 8], or
other media can classify and cluster data, identify important concepts and relationships,
identify anomalies, and reveal and quantify key trends. MAAs will serve as intelligent
gateways to these powerful capabilities, assembling and executing multi-analytic workflows to generate summarized findings that meet analyst needs, both by responding to
analysts’ explicitly expressed requests and also supplying additional recommendations
based on knowledge of analysts’ mission goals and analytic history. In these ways,
MAAs will help analysts find and organize data for efficient and effective review and
assessment. MAAs will expand their repertoire of behaviors by learning new workflows

and conditions of use, either through passive observation of users’ actions or active
participation in demonstration/training sessions with users [e.g., as in 9, 10].
Note that although MAAs will utilize logical reasoning to support data-driven inference and other logical functions in pursuit of these activities, they are unlikely to possess a level of knowledge or cognitive sophistication required for more than rudimentary analysis and reporting tasks; moreover, the nuances of the legal policies that govern
the conduct of intelligence analysts [e.g., 11, 12, 13, 14] are too context-dependent, and
the potentially disastrous consequences of automation failure are too severe to allow
for anything beyond this in the foreseeable future, whatever the degree of artificial intelligence achieved. Thus, MAAs will not replace human analysts but will instead assume their more time-consuming and laborious information retrieval and manipulation
tasks, freeing analysts to devote more time to interpretation (although MAAs could
potentially also help structure the analysis process itself, as in [15]).
Achieving these modest yet still ambitious goals will require advances in software
agent technologies that afford MAAs the ability to:
 Learn and understand users’ evolving goals and maintain an awareness of
available data and analytics that can satisfy them.
 Orchestrate and execute actions with flexibility, responding appropriately as
requirements and results accumulate and change over time.
 Recognize when results reveal opportunities for useful follow-on analysis and
then program and execute a new set of actions to exploit those opportunities in
accordance with existing guidelines and constraints.
 Operate with a reasonable degree of independence to insulate users from an
otherwise constant barrage of requests for input and validation while still making the most of available data and computational resources. This includes
identifying conflicting goals and resolving lower level conflicts to avoid wasting time and computational resources on lower priority tasks.
Ideally, MAAs will have the ability to evaluate circumstances and consult policies that
help them determine whether and when to request approval for a given task they will
complete on their own Such an ability would minimize user involvement in routine
tasks while ensuring a human is “in the loop” for more complicated, riskier decision
making (e.g., about tasks that are resource intensive) and deeper, contextually-dependent analysis (e.g., about results that may have multiple interpretations or important national security implications). Johnson et al. [16] recommend a “combine and succeed”
approach to allocating work between humans and automation, allowing for varying degrees of human involvement and multiple ways of achieving a given task based on
circumstances. We believe this approach will be essential to the effective use of MAAs,
which will vary in the level of autonomy with which they identify current information
needs, decide which combination(s) of data and analytics are most likely to satisfy these
needs, configure and execute analytics against appropriate data sources, and manipulate
and interpret results (see [17] for a discussion of varying levels of autonomy across
similar classes of tasks).
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Human Teaming Behaviors and MAAs

The degree of interdependence envisioned between human and MAA tasks and the need
for human-machine interactions that coordinate interdependent human-MAA work will
create MAA HMT challenges. Research must address these challenges to ensure the
successful application of MAAs to intelligence analysis. The complexity of the agents’
behaviors will require that MAAs at times operate with different task sub-goals than
their users currently hold while still working towards common overall objectives. In
turn, the potential for MAAs to operate with different sub-goals than their users will
create a need for users to ensure automation is aligned with their own situational understanding and mission priorities, in order to regulate use of computational resources,
prevent adverse MAA activities, and maximize the fit and utility of machine contributions. Achieving these objectives will require the development of sophisticated teaming
functions and human-machine interaction methods that allow both analysts and MAAs
to coordinate their activities efficiently and effectively.
Human teaming seems a natural analogue for joint activity involving multiple autonomous-yet-interdependent actors. Decades of work in industrial and organizational
psychology and management science have produced a rich literature on human team
processes [e.g., 18, 19, 20], and there are many important lessons to be learned from
this research about what makes human teams function effectively. We see a number of
parallels between human-MAA teaming and human teaming, and we believe principles
of human teaming should inspire and inform MAA HMT research and development;
however, we do not feel that all principles of human teaming are equally relevant to
MAA HMT and/or should necessarily be expressed in human-MAA interactions the
same way they are in human teams.
Consider work by Salas and colleagues [18]. They conducted an extensive review
and thematic analysis of two decades of human teaming research and identified five
major factors that appear to affect the success of human teams: team leadership, mutual
performance modeling, backup behavior, adaptability, and team orientation. These factors, along with the coordinating mechanisms of shared mental models, mutual trust,
and closed-loop communication, all appear to be important for successful human teamwork involving either collaboration (team members work on a common task) or coordination (team members work on separate interdependent tasks contributing to a shared
outcome). Tables 1 and 2 discuss Salas et al.’s human teamwork factors (Table 1) and
coordinating mechanisms (Table 2), along with our observations regarding their applicability to MAA HMT.
As shown, many aspects of Salas et al.’s framework are highly applicable to MAA
HMT use cases. There is solid evidence demonstrating the importance of these factors
and coordinating mechanisms for human teaming, and it seems clear they will be important for MAA HMT as well. For example, functions that support mutual performance monitoring will allow analysts and MAAs to detect each other’s errors, mitigating their impact. Similarly, capabilities that facilitate the development of shared mental
models will enable analysts and MAAs to better understand each other’s information
needs, which should encourage proactive sharing and more efficient communication.

Table 1. Salas et al. [18] Teamwork Factors and Applicability to MAA HMT
Factor
Team
leadership

Mutual
performance
monitoring

Backup
behavior

Adaptability

Team
orientation

Description
Planning, assigning, coordinating,
and facilitating team activities in
accordance with knowledge of
evolving objectives and conditions. Also involves evaluating,
developing, and encouraging team
personnel.

Applicability to MAA HMT
User will direct MAA by providing
goals, constraints, and feedback based
on mission objectives and understanding of context. User will develop
MAA by providing feedback on correctness/utility of its work, and teaching it new analytic procedures. MAA
could plan/assign/coordinate some
tasks and even instruct junior users.
**Not applicable: User will not
need to motivate MAA.
Maintaining awareness of teamUser and MAA will monitor each
mate performance to assess needs other’s performance to infer teamand identify errors.
mate’s goals, plans, and needs; identify disagreements in priorities or interpretation of data; and detect errors
in teammate’s decisions or actions.
Taking over some of a teamUser and MAA will provide correcmate’s tasking to provide relief
tive feedback when they identify erduring periods of high workload. rors in each other’s performance, and
Also involves proactively offering they will proactively offer information
information or support in anticiin anticipation of each other’s needs.
pation of a teammate’s needing it,
**Not applicable: Workload reor providing feedback when a
balancing. User will never perteammate commits errors or has
form a task for MAA as long as
difficulty performing a task.
MAA knows how to do it, and if
MAA can execute a task for
user, it will always do so.
Modifying team work plans and
User and MAA will tailor analytic
processes based on changing
methods and MAA’s level of autonneeds and circumstances.
omy according to changing complexity and uncertainty in requirements,
data, and results.
Considering teammates’ perspec- User will need to accept MAA’s help
tives and needs, effectively lever- and utilize it effectively, which could
aging teammates’ contributions to be complicated by fears that automaachieve one’s own tasks, and val- tion is “taking over” analysis process.
uing team’s success over one’s
**Not applicable: MAA will not
own self-interest.
have interests or goals apart from
those of user; thus, it is not clear either user or MAA would need to
adopt the kind of collective outlook
human teaming requires.

Table 2. Salas et al. [18] Coordinating Mechanisms and Applicability to MAA HMT
Factor
Shared mental
models

Mutual trust

Closed-loop
communication

Description
Knowledge of a team’s goals and
tasks, as well as the dependencies
that exist between them.

Applicability to MAA HMT
Both user and MAA will need to understand how their tasks affect each
other’s work and contribute to joint
goals; will enable task coordination
and anticipation of each other’s information needs.
Trusting that teammates will com- User will need to have sufficient trust
petently and conscientiously exe- in MAA’s competence to allow it to
cute assigned tasks, accept and re- work independently.
spect each other’s contributions,
**Not applicable: It is not clear
and act in ways that benefit team.
that MAA’s programmed acceptance of user’s commands
would constitute trust, and it is
also not clear that user’s trust in
MAA would be the same as their
trust in a human teammate.
Trust in a human teammate includes believing the teammate
will not act in ways that promote
their self-interest at the team’s
expense; MAAs will not have
self-interest, so user should not
suspect MAA’s “motives.”
Communication in which commu- User and MAA will need to engage in
nicants confirm they have reclosed-loop communication to ensure
ceived and understood each
messages are received and interpreted
other’s messages.
correctly. MAA will also need to
communicate its inferences about
user’s goals and needs (user should
not need to infer MAA’s goals and
needs, as MAA will always communicate these explicitly). Will require
mechanisms for user and MAA to
identify and correct miscommunications or misunderstandings.

In contrast, the notion of workload-related backup seems less relevant to MAA HMT.
This is partly because we assume MAAs and human analysts will generally perform
different kinds of work, which would preclude their taking over each other’s excess
tasking (i.e., human-MAA teamwork will be more coordination-based than collaboration-based). However, we also expect MAAs and human analysts to be differentially
affected by analytic workload. Machines do not have the same kinds of processing limitations as humans, so it is hard to imagine a situation in which a human would need to

take over tasking from an MAA purely to lighten its workload, or in which an MAA
would not perform a task for its user if it knows how to do it. It is possible that more
collaborative HMT (e.g., humans and robots working together in urban search and rescue) would allow for workload-related backup, but it would seem to require that both
human and machine teammates experience the same kinds of processing limitations
(e.g., only being able to be in one physical location at a time). Thus, task rebalancing
appears to expose one way in which human and machine teammates (and their associated teaming styles) may differ.
The more social aspects of team leadership, team orientation, and mutual trust highlight additional (and arguably more dramatic) differences that will exist between human
and machine teammates. Software does not have an independent sense of its own interest; thus, factors like mutual trust, which helps ensure human teammates are willing to
cooperate even when cooperation brings additional risks (e.g., the potential that teammates will act in ways that further their own interest at the expense of others’), seem
inapplicable to machines. Moreover, while an analyst’s willingness to work with and
trust an MAA could be thought of as somewhat akin to team orientation and mutual
trust, it is not clear the underlying constructs are the same. Although users may interact
with machines in ways that resemble their interactions with humans, humans and machines are fundamentally different types of entities, and users fundamentally know this;
thus, it not clear humans have the same underlying thoughts and feelings when they
interact with machines as they do with humans. For example, humans need not concern
themselves with the social costs of mistreating automation (other than ones they might
experience if other humans observe them) and probably cannot truly empathize with or
expect empathy from machines that do not experience life in the same way they do.
Our review of Salas et al.’s [18] framework suggests that MAA HMT will resemble
human teaming but differ from it as well, especially when it comes to aspects of teaming
that seem more dependent on teammates’ core natures and the types of relationships
they can form with each other. These kinds of differences need not prevent researchers
from exploring the benefits of partnering humans with automation or from drawing
inspiration from the human teaming literature in developing HMT capabilities; however, they do suggest the research community might think twice before assuming HMT
need necessarily be the same as human teaming or that the interaction methods that
support HMT need necessarily emulate human teammate interactions.
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Discussion

We believe the future of intelligence analysis depends on the development of MAAs
that can partner with analysts to improve the efficiency and effectiveness with which
they exploit available data; without it, analysts will not realize the full benefits of analytics that have the potential to save them from extreme information overload. MAAs
will be able to act with a great deal of independence and flexibility, thus eliminating
much of the manual work currently associated with the use of analytic tools. However,
commanding and controlling such technologies will pose challenges that must be addressed if intelligence analysis is to make the most of these technologies.

Many HMT researchers have based their recommendations on prior research in human teaming [e.g., 16, 21], and we are beginning to investigate ways in which lessons
from the human teaming literature may be applied to HMT for MAAs. For example,
we are exploring the kinds of dialogues analysts may need to engage in with automation
to establish common ground and coordinate activity through negotiation. Note that
these are among the top challenges Klein and colleagues [21] discuss with regard to
HMT. We expect MAAs will participate in collaborative planning with their users as
in [22] to establish joint high level goals and agree upon tasks to be performed separately in support of shared objectives. We also expect MAAs will communicate with
their users about their interpretations of results, offering, defending, and/or challenging
different explanations and hypotheses they or their users propose regarding the meaning
or implications of a piece of data or analytic finding. Foundational work on dialogues
between software agents [e.g., 23] will provide a basis for some of these dialogues
about what actions to take and what results mean, but research from informal logic and
human discourse analysis [e.g., 24] may also provide important background.
Although we have a strong interest in human teaming, we do not assume that all
human teaming behaviors are relevant to HMT, or that the behaviors that are relevant
need necessarily be expressed through styles of interaction that resemble human social
interaction. On the contrary, we feel there is a critical need for research into understanding what form these dialogues and the processes that underlie them need to be to maximize efficiency and effectiveness of joint work in a particular domain. Assuming the
research community should strive to fully emulate human teams imposes a daunting set
of research requirements that may be unnecessary or even counterproductive if the end
goal is optimizing human-machine task performance versus creating synthetic equivalents of machines’ human counterparts (see discussion by [25]). It may seem reasonable
to assume humans will be most comfortable and effective engaging with machines in a
manner that mimics their interactions with other humans. However, treating tools like
people is a fairly recent phenomenon in our species’ natural history, and it seems just
as reasonable to assume humans will be most comfortable and effective interacting with
machines in ways that satisfy the computational requirements of joint work while maintaining distinct roles for users and the things they use. These interactions may not constitute “true” teaming in the human sense, but users may not need true teaming to work
with automation successfully: They may only need something that accomplishes the
teaming functions required for successful use of the technology.
We do not exclude the possibility that there will be circumstances in which effective
human-machine coordination requires that humans are able to interact with machines
in ways that closely resemble how they would interact with human teammates. However, rather than starting with the question of how to emulate human-like teaming behaviors in human-machine teams, we propose the research community instead begin by
asking what functions are necessary for coordinating the tasks humans and machines
will be performing in support of common goals. It can then explore the efficacy of
different methods of instantiating these functions, clearly distinguishing computational
goals from algorithms and means of implementation [26]. Some methods may have
clear advantages, while others may be roughly equivalent in terms of efficiency and

effectiveness measures, allowing choice of methods to be driven largely by development costs, user preference, and fit with operational systems and settings. We suspect
the methods best suited to enabling HMT will vary with the types of tasks on which
humans and machines are collaborating, and we suggest that understanding the features
that cause different types of tasks to require different methods should be a research
priority. Understanding these features will enable the community to generalize findings
from one domain to another.
There may be scientific and practical benefits to more basic HMT research that seeks
to replicate human teaming in human-machine teams in as direct and authentic a way
as is possible, not the least of which would be gaining further insight into the nature of
teamwork itself. However, at this time, we believe a more applied research agenda that
treats HMT as a means to an end rather than an end in itself holds more promise for
delivering solutions that best achieve successful coupling of humans and machines on
a particular set of tasks. If a given HMT approach enables analysts to use MAAs to
perform their work more efficiently and effectively, it will have achieved its purpose.
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